Summer in
kindergarten
Old Czech legends

Legends of Vltava

We will start the summer with Forefather Čech, Krok and his
three daughters. Let’s play Forefather Čech and find the Říp
Mountain. We will overcome obstacles since it was not easy for
our ancestors. There were various traps hidden all around. We
will build a castle. Do you prefer Děvín, Tetín or rather your own?

Every day we meet various obstacles. Who else should be better
prepared for everyday traps then a scout? This week we will be
accompanied by a crew of five boys known as Rapid Arrows.
In addition to overcoming everyday problems like tying knots,
orientation in space and others, we will disclose one of the biggest
mysteries together – Hedgehog in the Cage. Using the hidden
Tleskač’s plans, we will build a flying bicycle and moreover, we will
get a badge for newly acquired skills and knowledge every day.

1 July - 4 July 2019

We will help Kazi find herbs and prepare a potion, perhaps against
cough or a good mood potion. Teta could talk to gods. We will
make one (ceramics). Libuše predicted the future. We will try so
as well. We will paint how it will look like here in 100 years.

Kampa full of legends and surprises
8 July – 12 July 2019

This week we will move to Kampa where the Čertovka brook
flows. This brook hides several surprises like water goblins and
other legendary and magic beings. One of them is Kabourek the
water goblin – a friendly ghost who might be seen climbing out of
the brook and begging passers-by for a jar of beer from one of
the local pubs. We will play water goblin games. We will mention
Werich’s legendary tales and songs, we will paint a Lennon’s
pavement here in Bambíno.

Golem and the Jewish Town
15 July – 19 July 2019

The third week of the holiday will be devoted to the time of King
and Emperor Rudolf II and we will find out why Prague was “golden”
thanks to him. Was Rudolf II a fool or a genius? You will meet
alchemy and Kelly the Alchemist and maybe we will find a potion
of immortality. We will learn who was Golem and who invented him.
Will we manage to make Golem out of potter’s clay?

Žižkov

22 July – 26 July 2019
It is the year of 1420 and Hussite crusades start to be drawing
near. How such a crusade looks like? Who is the leader? And
where are they going to? And where did it happen? This is what
we are going to learn because we will become Crusaders in a
crusade against Zikmund to Vítkov. First, we will learn about Jan
Žižka who will lead us throughout the week (thus throughout the
whole crusade).
At the crusade, we will make an “armour” and excavate
archaeological artefacts from the time of Hussites. There will be
introductory “jousts” and we will have our crusader names with
ranks. Of course, there will be the most important “Battle of Vítkov
Hill”. Everything will be recorded to a chronicle so that our battle
remains forever in the Czech history and legends.
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29 July – 2 August 2019

Rapid Arrows

5 August – 9 August 2019
Every day we meet various obstacles. Who else should be
better prepared for everyday traps then a scout? This week
we will be accompanied by a crew of five boys known as Rapid
Arrows. In addition to overcoming everyday problems like tying
knots, orientation in space and others, we will disclose one of
the biggest mysteries together – Hedgehog in the Cage. Using
the hidden Tleskač’s plans, we will build a flying bicycle and
moreover, we will get a badge for newly acquired skills and
knowledge every day.

Week with Žito the Magician
12 August -16 August 2019

Do you like magic, circus tricks and witchcraft? This week, you can
try all of that with Žito the Magician who will guide us not only here in
Bambíno but throughout Prague where he used to be in the services
of the king as a court magician. We will have lots of fun at preparation
of magician and circus tools, we will visit the festival of new circus at
Letná and we will participate at an open juggling studio.

Petřín – place of legends and famous buildings
19 August – 23 August 2019
This week we will find out where is the name Petřín from, we
will learn about the magic history of the hill, we will discover the
system of tunnels under Petřín and we will look for a robbers’
treasure. We will take a look to the past and go back to 1891 to the
General Land Centennial Exhibition and visit the Petřín buildings
of that time – the funicular, the observation tower and the maze,
and we will also build our own ones.

Vyšehrad

26 August – 30 August 2019
Where are secrets and magic hidden, there are often answers and
knowledge. We will predict the future and prepare magic potions.
Beautiful Libuše will be our example. She knew very well long time
ago that Prague would be the home of kings and famous people. We
will find husband (Bořivoj) for Libuše in the maze. On our way, we
will meet also Horymír and Šemík who will give us tricky questions.
Thanks to them, we will get to Vyšehrad. Šemík made by us will help
us to get from Vyšehrad. At the end, we will try to play how it really
was with Horymír.

